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A CORRELATION BY MEANS OF TRANSONIC SIMILARITY RULES OF EXPERIMENTALLY
DETERMINED CHARACTERISTICS OF A SERIES OF SYMMETRICAL AND
CAMBERED WINGS OF RECTANGULAR PLAN FORM 1
By JOHN B. McD_vxT'r
SUMMARY
Transonic similarity rules are applied to the correlation oJ
experimental data .for a series of related rectangular wings o]
varying aspect ratio, thickness, and camber. The data correla-
tion is presented in two parts: The first part presents the correla-
tion for a series oJ 22 wings having symmetrical NACA 63A-
series sections; the second part is concerned with a study o/
one type o/camber by correlation of the data .for a series o.f
18 cambered wings hav'ing NACA 63A2XX and 63A_XX
sections.
It was.found that the experimental data could be,.for the most
part, success.fully correlated throughout the subsonic, transonic,
and moderate supersonic regimes and that, by proper choice o.f
parameters, lhe .force and moment data could be presented
in a concise manner e_ectit, ely displaying the transonic char-
acteristics oj wings of both large and small aspect ratios. In
many instances it was.found possible to predict.from the correla-
tion studies an expected range o.f validity.for the linearized or
slender-body theories. It appears that at the son@ speed,
slender-body theory is adequate .for rectangular wings o/sym-
metrical profile if the product o.f the aspect ratio and the 1/3
power of the thickness ratio is less than unity.
INTRODUCTION
Recent sys.tematic experimental investigations of the
effects of wing aspect ratio, thickness, and camber for wings of
rectangular plan form at transonic speeds (refs. 1 and 2)
have provided data ideally suited for correlation by means of
the transonic similarity parameters (refs. 3 to 12). A data-
correlation study for wings of symmetrical profiles was made
in reference 8 and a similar study for wings of cambered
profiles in reference 9. The present report presents the more
important results of these two correlation studies.
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A aspect ratio, c
b wing span
c wing chord
total drag
CD total drag coefficient, qS
CDm_ minimum drag coefficient
CD s friction-drag coefficient, assumed equal to mini-
mum drag coefficient at 0.7 Mach number
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L_opetsedcs NACA RM As1LITb, I952, and NACA RM .4.55(331, 1953, by John B. McDevitt.
minimum pressure-drag coefficient, CD,_--CD I
intercept drag coefficient for cambered wings
(See fig. 21.)
intercept pressure-drag coefficient for caml)ered
wings (See fig. 21.)
drag coefficient due to lift, CD--CD,,_ or Ca--
DInt
lift coefficient, lift
qS
lift coefficient for maximum lift-drag ratio
pitching-moment coefficient, referred to 0.25c,
pitching moment
qSc
center of pressure
pressure coefficient
drag function
camber, maximum displacement of profile mean
line from chord line (See fig. 18.)
lift function
maximum lift-drag ratio
free-stream Mach number
critical Mach number
pitching-moment function
pressure function
dynamic pressure
wing area
thickness-to-chord ratio
Cartesian coordinates where x extends in the
direction of the free-stream velocity
perturbation velocities normalized by division
by the free-stream velocity
angle of attack
angle of attack for zero lift
ratio of specific heats (for air _,= 1.4)
ordinate-amplitude parameter
perturbation-velocity potential nornmlized by
division by the free-stream velocity
slope of lift curve, m_asured at zero lift
slope of pitching-moment curve
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TRANSONIC SIMILARITY RULES
RELATIONSHIPS FOR POTENTIAL FLOW
The similarity law for the two-dimensional potential flow
about thin related wings at near sonic speeds was fwst pub-
lished by yon K_irmlin, reference 3. (See also refs. 4 and 5.)
The extension of this law to include wings of finite span was
made by Berndt (ref. 6) and by Spreiter (ref. 7). According
to reference ? the pressure coefficient can be expressed in the
symbolic form _
r 2n f M_--I _z,y_
Ce-----_ 'P _ (M'--I)A'; _f (11[('t+ 1)_]'n' c
where r is an "ordinate-amplitude" parameter used to denote
changes in profile thickness, angle of attack, or camber. This
form of the similarity rule is inconvenient for use in the
correlation of experimental data since the two parameters
M _- 1
[(_,_.[_1)r]2/s and (.ll*-- 1)A *vanish at M=I. However, as was
recognized by Berndt, one can take the ratio of the two
parameters to obtain an alternative parameter which does
not vanish at M=I. The fundamental importance of the
alternative parameter A(t/c) m was originally demonstrated
by the data-correlation study of reference 8. In recent years
several papers concerned with the application of transonic
similarity rules have been published (e. g., refs. 10 to 12).
The potential equation of small-disturbance theory which
is valid for wings of moderate or small aspect ratio and for
unswept wings of large aspect ratio is the following
(i --M2)¢=A - ,p.-f- ,¢,, = (_-f- 1)M2_.¢,. (2)
The similarity rule based ,on equation (2) is the following
(ref. 10):
[(_¢+ l)M2]'n Cp=T f __1'--1 _)rm _ [(_,+ 1)M%lm, A[(_+ 1)M'rl_n; x,c
(3)
th
"r '_*--r --2 or ot
c c
When considering a particular class of similar wings it is
possible to write equation (3) in the more convenient form
[(7+ 1)M2]_n Ce='P f M2--1
m _. [0' + 1)M't/c] 2/3,
A[(_+ 1)M't/cl'n, _, (4)
where r in the left-hand expression can be replaced by t_
h/c, or a, depending on the particular problem at hand.
Furthermore, it should be recognized that the left-hand side
of equation (4) can be modified by multiplication or division
by any of the parameters within the brackets, or by any
combination of the parameters.
2 In the earl}" Ilteruture concerning transonic flow theory various forms of the similarity
rules were given, all of which are equivalent at a Mach number of I but differ slightly at non-
sonic Maeh numbers, according to the sssumptions made in obtaining the fundamental
equations.
INVARIANT RELATIONSHIPS FOR THE SHOCK POLAR
Since shock waves invariably appear in the mixed sub-
sonic-supersonic flow that surrounds an airfoil at transonic
speeds, it is necessary that the essential properties of shock
waves depend on the same similarity parameters as does the
continuous potential flow if a successful application of the
similarity rules is to be made in the correlation of experi-
mental data at transonic speeds.
When a uniform flow of velocity U_ is assumed parallel to
the x axis and if the velocity components after the shock are
designated by U2 and W_, then the classical shock polar, ac-
cording to Busemann, (e. g., ref. 13, p. 53), is
U_ U:-- a*2
W_2= (U,- U_)_ 2 (5)
_+1 IT12-- U'U'oTa*2
where a* is the critical speed of sound. By defining the veloc-
ity perturbations to be the ratios
U
__ 2--U!,- B_
- U, w=_ (6)
the shock polar can be written as
(MI 2-1)g2-_ .'_t12_ 3
- (7)
_,+1
---y- 31,_
where M_ is the Maeh number ,ahead of the shock. For
Mach numbers slightly greater than 1 an approximation for
equation (7) can be obtained in the following manner. At
transonic speeds velocity perturbations normal to the free-
stream direction can be considered to be of smaller order than
velocity perturbations in the free-stream direction; that is,
_<_
Then, if equation (7) is rewritten in the form
w' (1--Z_ M,'_)= (Mr'-- l)_'-k -3'+1
and if terms up to the order _3 are retained (with terms of
order _"wa neglected), there results
(1 --M_)_ +@ "_- 3"+ 1
---5- M'_u_ (8)
This relationship is exact for normal shocks and for vanish-
ingly weak shocks (Maeh waves) and can be considered to
be the transonic approximation for the shock polar.
Equation (8) can be written in the invariant form
._2 .2 -3
w--=_ +_ (9)
by defining new variables to be
u (.¢+1)M2_ & (_'+I)M,Z_
-----_, w=2(M_*--l)_/2
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If the usual assumptions of small-disturbance theory (C,--_
MI 2-1
and _ _ v) are made, invariance of the parameter [('t-t- 1)Mx2v] 2_
leads to invariance of the expression [(_+I)MI_]x_ Cp.
1.2/3
These parameters are of the same form as those appearing in
equation (4)?
SIMPLIFIEDFORMOFTHE TRANSONICSIMILARITYRULE
The simplified similarity rule given by equation (1) can be
written in the form
Cp --FM2--1 {t'_I/3 a hl
_=TL_, A \; / ,_, (10)
where the expression (_+ i) has been omitted since the gas
is assumed to be a constant medium. This expression is
equivalent to equation (4) at M----1 and can be used equally
well when the flow field is entirely subsonic or well-estab-
lished supersonically since either form can be shown to
coincide with the similarity rules of linearized theory. The
simplified form has certain advantages, not only because
of the relative simplicity of the parameters, but because
the particular parameter A(t/c) _ contains only geometric
variables.
For practical reasons, the simplified form of the similarity
rule given by equation (10) will be used in the following data
correlation since it was found that any improvement of the
data correlation resulting from use of the more exact rela-
tionship of equation (4) appeared to be within the accuracy
of the experimental data. (However, it could be expected
that equation (4) would give, in general, superior results
when two-dimensional-flow data are compared with non-
linear theory at transonic speeds.)
The variations between *lach number, aspect ratio, and
thickness ratio implied by the constancy of the two param-
M_--I
eters _ and A(t/c) 1/3 are shown in figure 1. (See also
tables I to III.)
TEST PROCEDURE AND DESCRIPTION OF MODELS
The experimental data for the symmetrical wings (ref. 1)
and for the cambered wings, (ref. 2) were obtained by identi-
cal testing procedures. The semispan wing models were
mounted in the high-velocity field of a bump in the Ames
16-foot high-speed wind tunnel. Although the streamlines
of the flow in the testing area were slightly curved, the
effects of the nonuniformity of the flow field are believed to
be small. However, some rounding off of any sharp breaks
in the force and moment variation with Mach number can
be expected.
The wings tested were rectangular in plan form and
utilized NACA 63A-series profiles. The cambered wings
I This discussion can be generalized to Include the case when the velocity ahead of the shock
Is not free stream by use of the following approximate relationship
1--Ml_ I--MS- ('td-l) M)_,
ff It is assumed that Cp,,._-{-¢_. r_._-4-_,, and tf only terms to the order _1 are retained.
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FIGURE 1.--The transonic similarity parameters.
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had NACA'-63A2XX and 63A4XX sections with an a----0.8
(modified) mean line. This modification to the mean line
maintained straight portions of the profiles over the last
15 percent of the chord (see ref. 14). The aspect ratio
varied from _ to 6 and the thickness-to-chord ratio varied
from 2 to 10 percent. The data were obtained for a Mach
number range from 0.40 to 1.10, which corresponded to a
Reynolds number range from 1.25 to 2.05 million. A more
complete description of the testing procedure is given in
the basic data reports, references 1 and 2.
413672--57--86
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FIGURE 2,--The variation of lift-curve slope with Mach number for the symmetrical wings.
DATA CORRELATION
I. SYMMETRICAL PROFILES
LIFT
The variation of lift coefficient with angle of attack was
essentially linear at moderate angles of attack throughout
the Mach number range for aspect ratios greater than about
1.5. Although the wings with the lower aspect ratios showed
an increasingly nonlinear variation of lift with angle of attack
and approached the theoretical sin 2 a variation for vanishing
aspect ratio, it is convenient to restrict the lift analysis to a
consideration of the lift-curve slope evaluated at zero-lift
coefficient, which provides a close approximation for lift
characteristics at the moderate angles of attack for which
the similarity rules can be expected to hold.
The variation of lift-curve slope with Mach number is
shown in figure 2. Above the critical Mach number an
abrupt decrease in lift-curve slope occurred for some of the
wings of larger aspect ratio and large thickness ratio. This
decrease is believed to be the result of the formation of
shock waves which cause flow separation at the airfoil sur-
faces. As the Mach numl)cr approached 1 the sho('k waves
moved toward the wing trailing edges and the [tow rcat-
taehed, r(,sulting in large variations of lift-,'urvc slope with
NIach maml)er at high sut)sonic speeds. This irregular vari-
ation in the lift-curve slope is a phenomenon apparently
dependent on a combination of thickness and aspect ratio
F
.9 1.0 I.I
since the smaller thickness ratios and smaller aspect ratios
showed no such irregularities in the lift-curve variation with
Mach number. (It will be shown in the following data cor-
relation that this erratic variation occurred only for those
wings having values of A(t/c) _/3 greater than about 1.6.)
In the lift-correlation study the following generalized ex-
pression for lift-curve slope is used:
The variation of the generalized lift-curve-slope parameter
(t/c)_/a(dC_/da)=.o with A(t/c) _/_ for several constant values
M_--I .
of the speed parameter _ _s shown in figure 3. Com-
parison is made for subsonic speeds with the theor_,tical lift-
curve slopes calculated by applying the tl_rce-(timensional
Prandtl-Glauert transformation to the Weissinger lifting-line
theory of reference 15. At ,1I----1 comparison is nmde with
the slcn(ler-wing theory of R. T. Jones, reference 16. Agree-
mcnt between theory and experiment for aspect ratios greater
than about 3 is satisfactory only in the subcritical ._[a('h
m_mber range. At supercritical Mach nunfl)ers and values
of A(t/c) _/_greater than about 1.6, the poor corr(,lalion sug-
gests separated flow for which the concepts of small-pertur-
bation theory wouhl be violated. The value A(t/c)_/_=l.6
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FIC,URE 3,--The correlation of lift-curve slope for the symmetrical wings.
appears to be tile approximate limit for airfoils which do not
exhibit noticeable irregularities in lift-curve-slope variation
with Mach number.
M2__1 ^\At the sonic Mach number i.e., _----u), the experi-
mental data agree well with slender-wing theory for values
of A(t/c) m less than about 1. Hence, within the indicated
limits, the lift. may be approximated by the following
equation:
M=I t
: Aa, (12)c_=
For increasingly gr_,atcr values of A(t/c) :/a a rapid and ap-
parently asymptotic approa(:h of (t,/c) _/3 (dCL/da).=o to a
constant value is indicated which implies an inverse variation
of lift-curve slope with the I/3 power of the thickness ratio
for sonic, two-dimensional flow. The theoretical result of
Guderley and Yoshihara (ref. 17) for a double-wedge profile
in sonic, two-dimensional flow is included in figure 3. These
results illustrate how the transonic similarity rules can be
used to display effectively the transonic c}mractcristics of
rectangular wings, showing, in particular, the linear de-
pendence on aspect ratio for small values of A(t/c) :/_ and the
asymptotic approach toward independence of aspect ratio
for large values of A(t/c)W<
The results of thc data correlation are cross-plotted in
, .ll 2- 1
figure 4 for those values of A(t/c) _/a ana _ where a reason-
ably good correlation was indicated. It is interesting to
note that the wings of large A(t/c) m exhibit the negatb-e
variation of force coefficient with Mach number which is
cbaracteristi(' of two-dimensional _ows at sonic speed. This
variation is a eonsequencc of the relative variations of local
_..2=:..._/ . ......... •..... " .... : ........... ]....... " ......... : .........
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FIOURE 4.--Summary curves of the generalized lift-curve slope for
the symmetrical wings.
and free-stream dynamic pressures, the local Mach numbers
being effectively frozen at near-sonic values as the free-
stream Mach number increases through the transonic speed
range. (See refs. 18 to 20.)
DRAG
_henever possible, it is convenient to separate the drag
coefficient into components of friction drag, minimum
.o8
,i-..,.. I'
• ,_=6 63A010
06 I
.04 ,//" 1
O06
.02
o
pressure drag, and drag due to lift,
CD----CDs+ ( CD,,),,,,,,-'t-ACD (13)
The similarity concepts can be applied separately to minimum
pressure drag and to drag due to lift but friction drag cannot
be brought into the correlation scheme. The friction drag
coefficient is believed to change little with Mach number in
the transonic range and can be approximated by the mini-
mum drag coefficient at some subcritical Mach number, say
at 0.7.
Minimum pressure drag.--The basic data curves for the
variation of minimum drag coefficient with Mach number
are presented in figure 5. The aspect-ratio-6 wings exhibited
the negative variation of force coefficient with Mach number
which is characteristic of two-dimensional flow at near sonic
speeds. The experimental values of (dCD/dM)M._ for the
wings of aspect ratio 6 agree qualitatively with values im-
plied by the following relationship (an exact theoretical re-
sult applicable to symmetrical profiles of any shape, ref. 19):
deA 2
dM]M.,------'_+----1 (CD)M., (1 4)
This agreement occurred in spite of the fact that the test
conditions were not ideal and did not agree with the concept
of an infinite and uniform flow field assumed in the theoreti-
cal reasoning.
The correlation of minimum pressure drag shown in figure
6 was made by application of the following similarity rule
i
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F*UURR 5.--The variation of minimum drag coefficient with Mach number for the symmetrical wings.
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FIGURE 6.--The correlation of minimum pressure drag for the
symmetrical wings.
(CDp),_,,,__ FM2--1
where the minimum pressure drag coefficient was obtained
by subtracting a constant friction drag coefficient (assumed
equal to the minimum drag coefficient at 0.7 Mach number)
from the minimum drag coefficient; that is,
The data for the 2-percent-thick wing models were omitted
from figure 6 because of the uncertainty of reading accurately
the rather small transonic drag rise of these models. These
(C_),.,. wllich
thinnest airfoils had unusually large value of (t/c)5/3
might be the result of the boundary layer creating an effec-
tive thickness considerably larger than the actual profile
thickness. The generalized drag coefficients are then mag-
nified for the thin airfoils by the 5/3 powers of the ratios of
effective thickness to profile thickness.
Although the data correlation was poor in the vicinity of
the critical Mach number 4 the correlation is remarkably
Double-wedge profile
?heoreficel res_JL"5 of ref. 2 2 -/
i
Extropolaled value for--_
two-d;mensionol flow /
¢
(cop),.,. :2.3_Itlc;_
gl-
o
o o x /
/
0 I 2 5 4
_( t/c)_/5
FIGURE 7.--The correlation of minimum pressure drag at M= l for
the symmetrical wings.
good at the sonic Mach number and the results for this
Mach number are repeated in figure 7. (The data for
2-percent thickness are included in figure 7 to illustrate tbe
pronounced effect of the boundary layer for these thinnest
profiles.) At M----1 the minimum pressure drag coefficient
is seen to vary linearly with aspect ratio and with the sec-
ond power of the thickness ratio for values of A(I/c) '13 less
than about 1,
(OD,) ,,,,,,----2.3A (-_)', :U'=I l
(]7)
In reference 5 Kaplan has shown that the section critical Maeh number, according to
first-order lineari_ed theory, is related to the thickness ratio by a constant value of the speed
parameter, the constant depending on the particular profile shape. The predicted critical
.Mach numbers for NACA 630AXX profiles (ref. 21) may be approximated by
._.l,,Z-- l 1 95
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For values of A(t/c) 1/3 greater than 1 the generalized co-
efficient (Cop)_, approaches rapidly and asymptotically a
constant value for which the minimum pressure drag co-
efficient varies with the 5/3 power of the thickness ratio in
accor&mce with the drag similarity rule for sonic, two-
dimensional flow. The extrapolated two-dimensional-flow
value for .'_[-----1, (CDo)m_a=3.55(t/C) 5'a, Was obtained by plot-
1 The theoretical
ting against the inverse parameter A(t/c) m
pressure drag coefficient for a double-wedge profile (ref. 22)
is somewhat higher.
The correlation of minimum pressure drag is summarized in
figure 8 by cross-plotting from the faired curves of figure 6.
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FIaURE 8.--Summary curves of the generalized minimum pressure
drag coefficient for the symmetrical wings.
8
65A010
The fundamental importance of the similarity parameter
A(t/c) _n is clearly evident from the preceding correlation.
A further indication of the importance of this parameter can
be obtained from a comparison of figures 5 and 8 which
illustrates how a multiple family of basic data curves can be
summarized by a single presentation involving only one
geometric parameter.
Drag due to lift._The drag-due-to-lift parameter ACD/Cr?
is difficult to correlate because of the many factors involved.
In addition to changes in flow separation and in boundary-
layer development with changing angle of attack, there are
other factors such a_ shock-wave interaction with the
boundary layer that lead to departure of the drag polars from
the parabolic shape. However, for small values of lift
coefficient, the drag due to lift may be assumed to vary
linearly with CL '_and the following similarity rule reslflts
( t'_-'/3 _lC. ,¢_,., FM2-1 ,_/ t\'_'31
_) V2 _="'-'' L_'"tU J/
(18)
The basic data curves showing the variation of AOD/CL 2
with Mach number are presented in figure 9 and the corre-
lation of these data is shown in figure 10. The dashed lines
of figure 10 represent the idealized limits for drag due to lift
with full leading-edge suction and with no leading-edge
suction. The theoretical drag due to lift with full leading-
63A006
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FmvR]_ 9.--The variation of the drag-due-to-lift parameter _ with Maeh number for the _ymmetrical wiags.
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FIGURE 10.--The correlation of the drag-due-to-lift parameter, (l/c) -I/3 _ for the symmetrical wings.
edge suction is (when an elliptical spanwise varmtion of
loading is assumed)
5CD----C--_ (19)
and for no leading-edge suction (resultant force perpendicular
to the plane of the wing) the following approximate relation-
ship can be used:
AC__-C_ (20)
In terms of the similarity parameters these equations become
CL 2 ,rA(t/c) lls
(22)
Numerical values for (t/c)'/a(dCL/da) are presented in figure
3. At subcritical speeds the data lie somewhere between
the two limits; however, a gradual loss of leading-edge suc-
tion occurs when the wings enter the transonic speed range.
At transonic speeds the drag force for the larger aspect ratios
and thickness ratios is actually somewhat higher than the
value corresponding to a resultant force perpendicular to the
plane of the wing, suggesting that some increase in separa-
tion and viscous effects occurs with increasing angle of
attack. A poor correlation was obtained for large values of
A(t/c) _la for values of the speed parameter near --1 where a
poor correlation was also obtained with the lift data.
The parameter (t/c)-'Za(AC,/C_. _) is inadequate for display-
ing drag-due-to-lift characteristics for small aspect ratios
since this parameter becomes infinitely large as the aspect
ratio goes to zero. An alternative similarity rule (obtained
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by multiplying both sides of equation (18) by A(t/c) '/3)
which is suitable for low aspect ratios (but not for large
aspect ratios) is the following: _
(23)
The M= 1 data are presented in figure 11 in the manner
suggested by equation (23). Only for very low values of
A(t/c) _/a does the drag due to lift tend toward the formal
result of slender-wing theory ACD----Or/4)Aa 2. As a result
of the gradual loss of leading-edge suction as A(t/c) 1/3 varies
from 0 to 1, the experimental data in the similarity scheme
can be approximated by a straight line which leads to the
empirical relationship
@__ 1 +0.35(_h"'
fA \el
(24)
The drag-due-to-lift correlation is summarized in figure 12
by cross-plotting the faired curves of figure 10.
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FIaURE ll.--The correlation of the drag-due-to-lift
A ,aCo
CL _ at M---- 1 for the symmetrical wings.
parameter
A parameter suitable for displaying simultaneously the drag-due-to-lift behavior for small
values of A(t/c)]/_ and the asymptotic behavior for large A(t/c)v_ is the parameter (t/c)_n
(ACD/o2). (See fig. 16 of ref. 8.) It is more instructive, however, to t_e the ratio of the drag
due to lift to the lift coefficient squared as in the present report.
1.5
.7,_
LO0
.5 1,25
04
A(t/c)v3
I
.50
1.50
v
I---"-
2O
2.5
.__....-
-3 -2 -i 0
M2_l
FI(;uRE 12.--Summary curves of the generalized drag-due-to-lif_
_CD,
parameter, (t/c)-I/_ _ for the symmetrical wings.
MOMENT
The similarity rule for pitching-moment-curve slope is
dC_, _ l-M2--1 [tt'_]/3 a']
A _.c] ' t_J (25)
O_
where it is necessary to include the parameter _ since the
data is often nonlinear, especially for wings of small aspect
ratio.
Ot
The variation of dC,,/dCL with M_ch number for t-_ ratios
of 0, 1, and 2 radians is presented in figure 13. (The values
of a in degrees are tabulated in table III.) For the larger
aspect ratios dC,/dCL behaves erratically at high subsonic
speeds, the erratic behavior probably being due to the same
causes as the irregularities of the lift-curve slope and drag
due to lift at the corresponding Mach numbers. At Mach
numbers up to the critical, the effects of compressibility are
relatively small as is predicted by linearized theory. At
transonic speeds a large change in the center of pressure
occurs for the wings of large aspect ratio, the aerodynamic
center moving from the vicinity of the 25-percent chord at
subsonic speeds toward the midchord at supersonic speeds.
Only for very low aspect ratios is this change in center of
pressure substantially decreased.
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FIGURE 15.--Summary curves for pitching-moment-curve slope for
the symmetrical wings.
The correlation of dC,,/dC, is presented in figure ]4.
Although considerable scatter of data is evident, the curves
have been faired to favor the data for thickness ratios of
4 percent which do show a good correlation. The values of
dC_/dC_ for t_----0 represent the position of the center of
pressure for zero lift and, for all values of the speed parameter,
the center of pressure is shown to move progressively toward
the leading edge as the aspect ratio approaches zero, a result
to be expected from a consideration of slender-wing theory.
At M=I a linear variation of dC,_/dCL with A(t/c) _ is a
reasonable approximation for values of A(t/c) u_ less than
about 1 while for values greater than 1 the pitching-moment-
curve slope may be considered to be constant and independ-
ent of both aspect ratio and thickness ratio. The correlation
is summarized in figure 15 by cross-plotting the faired curves
of figure 14.
MAXIMUM LIIPr-DRAG RATIO AND OPTIMUM LIFT COEFFICIENT
The maximum lift-drag ratio and the optimum lift co-
efficient are given by the following formulas when the drag
polars are parabolic:
ACD (26)
/c°,+ (c..).,.
C_°,E="1/ _ (-_)
v
Because of the friction drag, generalized expressions in terms
of the similarity parameters are not useful in correlating
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experimental data. However, _ few remarks will be made
concerning the effects of aspect ratio and thickness ratio at
transonic speeds.
The variation of (L/D),_ with Mach number is presented
in figure 16. At low speeds and large Reynolds numbers, the
maximum lift-drag ratio depends principally on the value of
the aspect ratio. Above the critical Mach number, where the
pressure drag becomes large, the lift-drag ratios are found to
be essentially independent of aspect ratio but indicate a pro-
nounced dependence on the thickness ratio. This independ-
ence of aspect ratio at transonic speeds is due largely to the
opposite variations of drag due to lift and minimum drag
wi_h aspect ratio.
At M=I the linear variation of force coefficients with
aspect ratio is characteristic of wings having values of
A(t/c) u_ less than about 1. The following formulas were
obtained by use of the empirical relationships given by
e:tuations (17) and (24):
L 1 M=I t
b)JL +° J) , (28)
Cno_ = /(:or+ 2"3A (t/c) _
M=I ). (29)t _/3<,
A comparison of maximum lift-drag ratios according to
equation (28), assuming that CDt----0.0070 , with experimental
data is made in figure 17.
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The displacement of the lift curve can be studied by use
1 J of either the generalized expression for the angle of attack
Experimental doto
for zero lift
o tic,O,04
o .06
o .os o0 ,. FM'-I _/tV/3 h_Eq {28),  /c=4"2 k?/ ' (311
Cot- 0.0070
I or the generalized expression for the lift coefficient at zero
angle of attack
f/c
So4 (t'_,n (CL),.0 ,, FM'-I /t \'n
.O6
o I 2 3 4
Aspect ratio, A
FIGURE 17.'--Maximum lift-drag ratios at M----1 for the symmetrical
wings.
II. CAMBERED PROFILES
The cambered wings have been grouped into families
according to the value of the camber-to-thickness ratio h/t
in order that the transonic similarity rules can be used in
the data analysis. The camber parameter h represents the
amount of camber and is defined as the maximum displace-
ment of the mean line from the chord line (see fig. 18).
The cambered wings chosen for the data correlation belong
in one of three basic families for which the camber-to-thick-
ness ratios, hit, are 0.222, 0.333, and 0.444. These airfoils
are listed in the following table:
Aspect ratios
4,3,2, L 5,1
4,3, 2, 1.5,1
4, 2, 1
4,3,2, 1.5, l
h,, I NACA j t_¢
" ]profile • h/.__¢
--.o-6-A-
@
Some of the results of the previous data correlation for
the symmetrical wings (hit=O) are repeated here in order
to form a basis for determining the effects of this type of
camber on the transonic characteristics of rectangular wings.
LIFT
The lift correlation is presented as separate studies of the
lift-curve slope and of the displacement of the lift curve due
to the presence of camber. When a linear variation of C,.
with a is assumed, the following generalized expression for
the lift-curve slopes of cambered wings results
' (30)
CL ,,_a
h
L
_- Mean line
i
7- Chord line
i L
_ L
i
FIGUlU._ 18.--Wing-profile nomenclature.
Since the latter two equations are related to each other by
virtue of the generalized lift-curve slope (eq. (30)), it is
sufficient to consider only one of these equations.
Angle of attack for zero lift.--The' correlation of the angle
of attack for zero lift is presented in figure 19. It should be
recognized that the angle of attack for zero lift is particularly
sensitive to model construction details, tunnel flow charac-
teristics, and accuracy of measurements, making this a
difficult parameter to correlate.
Since the parameter _/_ did not:show a systematic depend-
ence on the value of the camber-to-thickness ratio h/t, all
the wings of the various camber-to-thickness families have
been grouped together in the correlation and a single curve
has been drawn through the data points. For Mach num-
bers less than the critical (which is in the neighborhood of
\
M 2-1 _\
_------Z) the angle of attack for zero lift shows little
change with changes in Mach number, and the experimental
values of a0 for wings of large aspect ratio are closely pre-
dicted by two-dimensional flow theory2 When the critical
Mach number is exceeded, the changes occurring with in-
creasing Mach number are quite large for all but the very
low aspect ratios which are characteristically insensitive to
changes in Mach number. Upon entering the transonic
speed range the wings of large aspect ratio lost most of the
camber effect, a result to be expected since, according to
linearized supersonic flow theory, the addition of camber
does not affect the lift.
I The theoretical value shown If figure 19 was calculated by use of the a-0.8 (modified)
mean-line data of figure 3, reference 14, and equation (16) of reference 21.
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Lift-curve slope.--The correlation of lift-curve slope is
presented in fig_lre 20 with each camber-to-thickness-ratio
family presented separately since the lift-curve slope ap-
peared to depend on the camber-to-thickness ratio at tran-
sonic speeds for large values of A(t/c) 113. The experimental
data for subsonic speeds are compared with the Weissinger
lifting-line theory (ref. 15), and at M=I a comparison is
made with slender-body theory (ref. 16).
Camber apparently has no appreciable effect on lift-curve
slope (measured at zero angle of attack) at subcritical speeds
nor at transonic speeds for wings of low aspect ratio (A(t/c) _/3
less than about 1). At transonic speeds the lift-curve
slope for wings of large aspect ratio appears to increase with
increasing h/t.
DRAG
When a wing is cambered, it is difficult to separate the
drag into components according to equation (13); in par-
ticular, it is difficult to ascertain a minimum-pressure drag
which is free from induced-drag effects. A drag analysis of
cambered-wing data is complicated further by the large
changes in viscous effects which may occur as the lift changes
from positive to negative. These viscous effects must be
separated from tile pressure drag if the transonic similarity
rule is to be applied. One way, which is based on a number
of approximations, to separate the viscous effects from the
pressure drag is the following:
Linear variations of CD with CL _ and (7'L with a are assumed
and the drag data at very small and at large lift coefficients
are ignored. The drag components are then defined accord-
ing to figure 21.
C£ z
i://.... .......
" C°l., -I
Ftc_'R_ 21.--Drag nomenclature for cambered wings.
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A straight line is drawn as far as possible througli the
(/D versus CL 2 data points and the intercept of this straight
line with the zero-lift axis is tlten used to define an intercept
drag coefficient ('Dt, c Tile intercept pressure drag is defined
aS
(c_),.,=c,),.,-(c_,.,).,,.0, (33)
and the slope of the straight-line approximation 5Ct,/(__ 2 is
us(,d as a measure of tim drag ([uc to lift. The intercept
drag coctficient ('D,,t, as defined here, is a tictitious minimum
drag coefficient and the actual minimum drag coefficient is
somewhat higher. (The subcritieal intercept drag for
cambered wings may be thought of as ('orresponding to the
friction drag of symmetrical wings.)
Intercept pressure drag._The intercept pressure drag,
equation (33), can be correlated by use of the similarity rule
(C%) ,.t _ I-M2--1 f t'_ _n
The correlation is presented in figure 22 and compared witli
the previous results (dashed lines) for the symmetrical wings.
The correlation indicates that the intercept pressure drag
increases smoothly with increasing camber-to-thickness
ratio. For moderate aspect ratios the increase in drag
coefficient is roughly proportional to the camber-to-thickness
ratio squared. As the aspect ratio becomes very small the
camber effect tends to disappear, while for very large aspect
ratios the generalized coefficients (CDp)_,t apparently ap-(tlc?/_
preach constant values which increase with increasing h/t.
Data, however, were not available for sufficiently large
aspect ratios to assess accurately the camber effect for two-
dimensional flow.
Drag'due to lift.--The drag-due-to-lift parameter _Cz)_r'C_ _
is correlated in figure 23 according to the similarity rule
,Tj]
C_~_ I (3s)
aCD"- CL 2
The dashed curves in figure 23 represent the idealized limits
for drag with hill leading-edge suction, and drag with no
leading-edge suction (see eqs. (21) and (22)). As evidenced
by the correlation, the drag due to lift decreases consistently
with increasing camber-to-thickness ratio throughout the
entire Much number range.
MOMENT
The pitching-moment characteristics are analyzed in two
parts: tile evahiation of pit('hing moment at zero angh, of
attack and the variation of t)itching momem with angle of
attack.
Pitching moment for zero angle of attack.--The correlation
of pitching moment for zero ai_gle of _ltack according to lhe
similarity rule
(t/c) ''a M"--I [t_ _/_ h-]
h/e (C,J,.0=v)/o {_.oTs, A _c] ' 7_] (:_6)
is presented in figure 24. The correlation parameter
(t/c)'l_
(C,,,),,.o appears to be imlepenth'm of the ('aml)er-to-
thickness ratio h/t and, tlius, the zero-angle-of-attack
moment (C_),.o can be consi(lcred to be linearly propor-
tional to the camber ratio h/c throughout the speed range.
The variation of (C_),.0 with changes in aspect ratio and
Much number is pronoun('e(I, in particular, the win_ of
large aspect ratio ml(lcrgo substantial moment ctlallges on
cntering the transonic speed range.
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FIGURE 24.--The correlation of pitching-moment
Pitching-moment-curve slope.--The moment-curve slope
for cambered wings is expressed symbolically in the similarity
scheme as
dC,, . VM2--1 _[t\ 1/3 a h
(37)
a
The correlation of dC,,/dCL for t-_=0 is presented in figure 25.
For subcritical speeds and for values of A(t/c) 1/3less than 1
the effect of camber is negligible. At transonic speeds for
large values of A(t/c) In the addition of camber results in
more negative values of dC,,/dCL.
MAXIMUM UFT-DRAG RATIOS
The correlated data at near sonic speeds indicates that the
drag due to lift decreases somewhat as the intercept pressure
drag increases. Because of the opposite effect of these two
variations, it could be expected that I'./D,_ would not change
greatly with changes in hit. Although the similarity rule
does not apply because of the friction drag, it is instructive
to present the experimental maximum lift-drag-ratio data of
coefficient at zero lift for the cambered wings.
reference 2 in terms of the camber-to-thickness ratio hit.
This has been done in figure 26 for the sonic value of the free-
stream Mach number. For wings of moderately low aspect
ratio (aspect ratios from about 1 to. about 3), the effect of
_tding a small amount of camber is to increase slightly the
maximum lift-drag ratio. It is difficult to say what value
of hit is optimum but, apparently (excluding the very thin
wing, t/c=O.02, for which the boundary layer is a significant
part of the wing effective thickness) the optimum occurs
near h/l=0.25 with the most beneficial effect for aspect ratios
near 2.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This report shows that, with the exception of those wings of
large A(t/c) _ at high subsonic Mach numbers where erratic
variations of force and moment coefficients occurred, it is
possible to correlate experimental data for wings having a
wide range of aspect ratios, thicknesses, and cambers by a
unified method applicable at subsonic, transonic, and mod-
erately supersonic Mach numbers. It is further demon-
strated that, by proper use of the similarity parameters and
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FIGURE 26.--The variation of maximum llft-drag ratio with camber-
to-thickness ratio at M= 1.
coefficients, the data could be presented in a concise manner
effectively displaying the wing characteristics for both large
and small aspect ratios.
At M= 1 a linear variation of force and moment coefficients
with aspect ratio was found to be a universal property for
symmetrical wings having values of A(t/c) m less than about
1, while for larger values of A(t/c) l/a an asymptotic approach
toward two-dimensional flow independent of aspect ratios
was indicated. As a consequence of this result it might be
concluded that slender-body concepts apply for rectangular
wings at M---l, provided the geometric parameter A(t/c) la
is less than unity. A corresponding evaluation of the limit-
M 2-1
ing value of the speed parameter _ at transonic speeds
was not obtained. However, some remarks concerning this
parameter for two-dimensional flow expansion is given in the
appendix.
AMES AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAL'TICS
MOFFETT FIELD, C.._LI]_., Dec. 17, 1951
APPENDIX A
ON THE LIMITATIONS OF LINEARIZED THEORY FOR
SIMPLE FLOW EXPANSION AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS
The general requirement for linearization of the potential
equation of steady flow is that either of the parameters
T
(M2 1)3/2 or Ar lfa be much less than 1. In the data correla-
tion of this report it was shown that linearized theory
appeared to be valid at M= 1 (for the wings tested) whenever
A(t/c)LI3_l. A corresponding result for the speed para-
M2--1
meter _ was not obtained. However, it is interesting
to note that a limit for two-dimensional linearized theory
can be obtained from a consideration of two-dimensional
flow expansion at transonic speeds.
The characteristic solution of equation (2) is the following
2 [(_+ 1)M_u+M 2- t] 3/2 1
1--M 2 _ (A1)U> ('7--_- 1)M 2
where C is an arbitrary coast, ant and the value
I--M 2
u----(7_I- 1)M= (A2)
is an approximation for the critical Mach number.
For supersonic initial Mach numbers the constant C is
evaluated by requiring that w=0 when u=0 to obtain the
following transonic approximation for Prandtl-Meyer flow,
(3/2) m (w-w*)m"
u-- u*--[(.__{_ l )M_]W3
where
M2--1 ,
u*= (_,+ ])M2
w*=' 2(M2--1)3/_
3(_'+ 1)M 2
M_I
Equation (A3) can be expanded by the binomial theorem
to obtain two different series expansions, depending on
whether w 2 is greater than or less than w .2. Under the
assumption that Cp=--2u, the following is obtained
2w (_-F1)M2 w2 [("f+l)'ll:]_ lC_ _/_--1 ÷ 2(M:--l) 2 --3(:1i,._1):/_ uf--F... (A4)
2(M _- 1)_ --2(3/2) m
C_ (_t+l)M_ [(_+1)-_12]_/3 W ''/3-
2(2/3)4/_(M_--1) 3r_ w-m+
[('_+ a)M'_] 4/_ (A5)
/
2(2/3) 4n(_11_- 1flw- 4/_ I9[(,),+ 1)),l_]v/_ _" • . .
w __ w *z
with the convergence boundary for these series given by
M'-'-- 1
Cp= --2(2 v3-1) (_(+ 1)M_ (A6)
(A3)
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A series representation for shock compression can be ob-
tained from equation (8). For weak shocks there is obtained,
_.= --2_),
C 2_ -a- (3'q-1)M2 -.'=--10 [('r-I-1)M212 ----'---
p----__2(M_ 1)_,w -r _ "ur--r- ... (A7)
and for strong shocks
(AS)Cp 2(M2--1) (vq-1)M_--_ [0'q-1)M_]S__
----(_1_ (M_--I) 2_-_ "'"
Equations (A4), (A7), and (A8) represent the pressure
coefficient by infinite series involving ascending integer
powers of the flow deflection with the first terms representing
first-order theory. However, equation (A5), which applies
M2--1
if Cp_--2(22/s--1) (_,_b 1)M _, involves descending fractional
powers with the first term varying nonlinearly as the 2/3
power. These results suggest that a limit for linearized
two-dimensional-flow theory at slightly supersonic speeds is
given by equation (A6). At subsonic speeds linear theory
could not be expected to apply above the critical Mach
number. These estimated limits for linear theory are shown
in figure 27.
Moth number, M
FIGURE 27.--Estimated transonic limits of iinearized theory for
two-dimensional flow expansion.
The practical limit for linearized theory, of course, de-
pends on one's tolerance for error. It can be shown that
this convergence boundary corresponds approximately to a
line of constant-percent error for linearized theory. Con-
sider a flow deflection corresponding to the convergence
boundary, that is,
w--Iw*l--_ (M _- 1)S/2
(At+ I)M 2o
The corresponding linearized result for the pressure coeffi-
cient is
4[-. M2-1 _7
c,=-_ L(-r+ ])M_A (A9)
and the second-order result based on equation (A3) is
M2--1 [_--(22/3--1) 2] ('112--1)a (A10)C,=--2(2'/3--1) ('Y-l-1)M* [(_'q- 1)M2] z
For Much numbers near 1 the second term of the above
equation is negligible when compared with the first term and
equation (A9) is approximately 13 percent greater than
equation (A10). Hence, linearized theory is approximately
13 percent in error at the convergence boundary shown in
figure 27.
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TABLE I.--VALUES OF THE GEOMETRIC PARAMETER
A(t/c) 'Is FOR THE WING MODELS TESTED
A t/e
6 0._66 .
4
4
2 i
2
A(ltc)l/Z
2. _4
2.586
Z 352
1.8.56 "
1.72,4
1._8
1.368
1.0'_
.928
• 862
• 784
A
2
2
1.5
1.5
1
1
1
1
1
.,5
.5
t/c A(tlc)_a
0,04 O. 684
.02 .M2
.O4 .513
.02 .407
.lO ,464
.08 ,431
.05 ._2
.04 .342
.05 .271
.O4 .I_
.02 .I_
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TABLE II.--NUMERICAL VALUES OF (t/c) tn, (tic) :n, AND (tfc) _/*
tic (t/¢)'/t (t/c)m
O. 12 O. 493 O. 243
.11 .479 .230
• 10 .464 .216
.09 .448 .201
.05 .431 .186
• 07 .412 .170
.05 .392 .IM
.05 ._8 .136
.O4 .342 .117
.03 .311 ,057
.02 .271 .073
(tlc)nn
0.0293
.0254
• 0217
• 0181
•0148
.0118
.0092
.0058
i_147
TABLE IlL--VALUES OF THE ANGLE OF ATTACK (IN
DEGREES) FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF THE RATIO aft_
(IN RADIANS) t/c
Angle of attack a, degrees
tie
m
t'7_c' 0.5 radian
2.87
m
O. 10
.08
.05
.04
.02
2.29
1.72
1.0 radlan l 1.5 radians 2.0 radlans
5.73 8.60 ........
_--,. 7_ ----2W--
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